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THE STAGE
There are two performance areas at the Ross Band Stand for StagEHd 2022. The
end-on main stage and an on-the-ground performance area on the Terrazo.
The main stage is recommended for ensemble productions and performances with
technical requirements. The performance area of the mainstage will be roughly 25ft
(7.6m) x 12ft (3.6m).
The Terrazzo performance area is roughly 20ft x 20ft (or 6m x 6m).
If you are unsure which performance area your production will make use of please
contact us.
SEATING
Audience members are encouraged to bring their own camping chairs / blankets to
sit on, with a limited number of chairs available for audience members with access
needs.
The main stage will be seated end-on, while performances on the Terrazzo will be
performed with the audience on three sides.
POWER
In Basement under stage:
Lighting:
-

125amp 3phase TPN c-form socket Re
1 x set of cam-locks 250v per phase
Sound:

-

1 x 16amp single phase SPN c-form socket Blue
1 x set of cam-locks 400v per phase

In basement office: under window cupboard
-

1 x 63amp single phase SPN c-form socket Blue
1 x 63amp 3 phase TPN c-form socket Red

In basement office: beside window cupboard
-

125amp 3phase TPN c-form socket Red
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LIGHTING
The control position from light and sound will be in the audience bank via remote
tablet.
StagEHd will provide a general wash on the main stage, and 40 m of 0.5 m spaced
festoon lighting.
Additional lighting must be discussed and agreed in advance.
SOUND
The control position from light and sound will be in the audience bank via remote
tablet.
Sound equipment:
-

K&F Ca1001 main speaker x2
K&F Sw115 sub bass x2
K&F Ca106 front fill x2
Lab Gruppen IP2400 amps
Midas M32 mixer + iPad x1
Handheld microphone x1
Headset x10

Additional sound equipment must be discussed and agreed in advance.
DRESSING ROOM
There are two dressing rooms available, as well as a common area and kitchen in
the venue basement. Each dressing room is equipped with a shower and three
cubicles - one dressing room is also equipped with urinals. No more than one
company will be allowed in the dressing room at any time. There may be times when
up to two companies are backstage at once as production times crossover.
STORAGE
There will be no storage access before 7am on Saturday 6 May 2023. Any items
stored, including personal effects left in the dressing room, are left at the risk of the
individual.
ACCESS
Vehicle access to the venue is by arrangement with Edinburgh City Council only.
There is a cost involved in bringing a vehicle into the Gardens. As such we
recommend limited set and props be transported to the venue by hand.
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Level access to the venue is available from the King’s Stables Road entrance just off
Lothian Road. The venue offers wheelchair accessible public toilets. Unfortunately
there is no level access to the main stage or basement (with dressing room).
Please bear in mind that the bandstand and seating areas are built on a slope, which
some visitors may find difficult to negotiate.
STAFF
StagEHd Festival will actively recruit a team of volunteers to cover the following
roles:
-

Front of House
Sound and light technician
Venue manager
Stage manager
First aiders

It is recommended that companies provide their own stage manager in addition to
this.
If you have your own technician you work with, please let us know so that we can
rota volunteer staff accordingly. Similarly, if you have a pool of volunteers that you
normally work with who would be interested in fulfilling some of these roles, please
get in touch.

For any questions or queries regarding the venue or operations please get in touch stagehdfestival@gmail.com
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